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WHAT IS
STRESS|ANXIETY?
WRITTEN BY @THEMINDFRUIT

Most people tend to experience stress

and anxiety from time to time . It is

completely normal and although it can

sometimes be detrimental and can

negatively impact your health , a small

level of stress can sometimes aid one 's

motivation and drive . Nevertheless , we

must understand the difference between

healthy stress and unhealthy stress . The

first time I heard about healthy stress I

was mind blown , I mean is there such a

thing? Crazy right? All this time we

thought it was only bad for us yet

sometimes what makes it negative is us

thinking we shouldn 't be stressed at all . In

the short term , they can help you

overcome a challenge or dangerous

situation (find the link to the video on
the last page).

BURNOUT HAPPENS
WHEN YOU AVOID
BEING HUMAN FOR

TOO LONG

Stress is any demand placed on your brain

or physical body . People can report feeling

stressed when multiple competing demands

are placed on them . The feeling of being

stressed can be triggered by an event that

makes you feel frustrated or nervous .

Anxiety is a feeling of fear , worry , or unease .

It can be a reaction to stress , or it can occur

in people who are unable to identify

significant stressors in their life .

At the moment when stress and anxiety

overtake your thoughts , drives your actions ,

and begin to interfere with your daily life

and energy , it may be the time to take a

closer look at the triggers that could be

causing it and the different emotions you

are feeling .
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WHAT ARE THE
TRIGGERS? 

SIGNS AND 
SYMPTOMS

Acne 

Headaches 

Chronic Pain 

Frequent Sickness 

Low Energy Levels 

Insomnia 

Digestive Issues

Appetite Changes 

Depression 

Rapid Heartbeat 

Stress & anxiety tend to come from areas within a concept

named primary food . The most occurring areas are the

following : relationship , lifestyle , career , exercise , and some

others . When there is an imbalance in life , stress and anxiety

tend to appear and the cycle of unhealthy feeling

perpetuates . Once you are in that cycle it 's hard to get out

but it is possible . 

Primary food is what sustains people and makes us feel

alive ! Without primary food , stress becomes your lives

leading factor and soon you won 't feel like yourself . 
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UNDERSTAND YOUR EMOTIONS

When dealing with stress/anxiety it is incredibly important

to listen to the emotions you are feeling , evaluate the

intensity of the emotion , and then find possible solutions .

Emotions are complex and very difficult to put into words .

Yet doing so is very helpful since you are getting in touch

with your true self at that moment . By understanding those

in-depth you can then understand what was the trigger and

how to approach them . 

The following is the feelings wheel . You should look

throughout and find an emotion that you are currently

feeling . Once you found your emotion move back or forth

while looking for feelings along with the same color .  
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Imagine how differently you might behave if you were
able to catch and reframe negative thoughts in real-
time.



TECHNIQUES TO MANAGE
STRESS/ANXIETY

It ’s normal to experience stress and anxiety from time to time .

There are strategies you can use to make them more

manageable . Pay attention to how your body and mind respond

to stressful and anxiety-producing situations . Next time a

stressful experience occurs , you ’ll be able to anticipate your

reaction and it will be less disruptive . 

Certain lifestyle changes can help alleviate symptoms of stress

and anxiety . These techniques can be used along with medical

treatments for anxiety . Techniques to reduce stress and anxiety

include shown on the next page.
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20 IDEAS TO MANAGE        
STRESS|ANXIETY!

Wake up early . 

Develop a slow/calming

morning routine . 

Eating a balanced and

healthy diet . 

Getting regular exercise . 

Practice yoga or pilates

at home or at the gym . 

Start meditating (more

on page 10).  

Schedule times for your

favorites hobbies . 

Start journaling (prompts

provided on page 11). 

Talk to a loved one .

Get a professional 's help .

THINGS YOU CAN DO TO HELP LIVE A STRESS-FREE LIFE . 

Listen to happy vibes

songs .

Paint or draw . 

Clean your room/house .

Go outside for a fun

activity . 

Make time for yourself . 

Be present .    

Write a to-do list for the

following day . 

Bake . 

Read (Personally I

recommend books about

habits and self-

improvement this helps

me relieve stress -

recommended book =

Good Vibes , Good Live). 

Listen to others . 
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I JUST WANT
TO BE HAPPY.

NOT
CONFUSED,
NOT HURT,

NOT STRESS,
JUST HAPPY



MEDITATION 
Our minds and our bodies are connected .

If we ’re unhappy for an extended time ,

our bodies become weaker and more

susceptible to illness .

If you have a healthy , peaceful mind , your

perception of the world reflects that . You

make informed decisions and can

appreciate the goodness in your life and

the lives of those around you . Meditation

leads to a healthy , peaceful mind .

With meditation , we can benefit our

overall health by training in letting go of

negative thoughts and encouraging more

positive thinking . This will decrease stress

and anxiety and give us a clearer mind . A

clear mind leads to more discernment so

that we make fewer mistakes and better

decisions . With better decision-making ,

we have fewer regrets , and this positively

impacts our overall well-being .

QUIET THE MIND & THE
SOUL WILL SPEAK!

When there is clarity in the mind meditation

also helps develop a healthy body . 

When meditating become aware of your

breathing . Notice the movement of your

breath as it enters and leaves your body . You

don ’t need to manipulate your respiration in

any way or try to change it—simply remain

aware that you are breathing and note any

feelings associated with the process .

The Mindfulness App

Headspace (I USE THIS ONE)

Calm 

USEFUL RESOURCES: 
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DATE: _______ / _______ / _________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

DO YOU RECALL THE EMOTIONS THAT YOU FELT AT THAT INSTANT? WHAT ARE YOU FEELING
NOW?

WHAT HAPPENED THAT CAUSED YOU ANXIETY? 

WHAT THOUGHTS ARE CURRENTLY CROSSING YOUR MIND?

CAN YOU SEE ANY PATTERN? HAVE YOU FELT LIKE THIS BEFORE?

HOW COULD THAT SITUATION HAVE BEEN WORSE?

CAN YOU THINK OF ANYTHING POSITIVE OUT OF IT? WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED FROM SUCH AN
EVENT?

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
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LET´S WORK ON THIS TOGETHER . HERE ARE SOME

CHALLENGES WE CAN DO TOGETHER . 

Challenge #1: Look at the feelings wheel and

localize your emotions . 

Challenge #2: Adopt a new habit (examples on

page #8 .

Challenge #3: Journal for 7 days minimum and

optimal being for 21 days to make it a habit

(Resource on page 11). 

ACTIVITY
TIME

TRY 

AND 

LEARN
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